In this paper we prove a two weighted inequality for Riesz potentials I α,γ f (B-fractional integrals) associated with the Laplace-Bessel differential operator
Introduction
Let R 
where
It is well known that the generalized shift operator T y is closely related to the LaplaceBessel differential operator B . Furthermore, T y generates the corresponding B-convo-
The B-fractional integral (or B-Riesz potential) is defined by
The properties of the B-fractional integral has been examined extensively. We refer to [-, -] and for more general case to [, ].
In the case w = , for the classical Riesz potential I α f , the classical Hardy-LittlewoodSobolev theorem [] states that, if  < p < ∞ and αp < n, then I α f is an operator of strong type (p, q), where
, and if p = , then I α f is an operator of weak type (, q), where
In the following we give the Heinig's result [] for the boundedness of the classical Riesz potential I α f in weighted Lebesgue spaces which is a generalization of the HardyLittlewood-Sobolev theorem for I α f . 
Theorem A ([]) Suppose u and v are defined on R n and U
= u * ,  V = (  v ) * . If  ≤ p ≤ q ≤ ∞, p < ∞, and, for some r,  < r < n α , sup s> ∞ s U(t)t α-n q t n- dt  q s  V (t) -p t n- dt  p < ∞ and sup s> s  U(t)t α-n r q t n- dt  q ∞ s V (t)t n r -p t n- dt  p < ∞, then I α : L p,v (R n ) → L q,u (R n ) is bounded.
Preliminaries
Suppose f is a measurable function defined on R n k,+ . For any measurable set E ⊂ R n k,+ , let
γ dx. The distribution function f * ,γ of the function f is given by
The distribution function f * ,γ is non-negative, non-increasing, and continuous from the right (see [] ). With the distribution function we associate the non-increasing rearrangement of f on [, ∞) defined by
In the following we give several inequalities which we will need in the proof of our main results.
Lemma  (Hardy inequalities [-]) Suppose ξ and θ are non-negative locally integrable functions defined on (, ∞) and  < p ≤ q < ∞. Then there exists a constant C >  such that for all non-negative Lebesgue measurable function ψ on (, ∞), the inequality
is satisfied if and only if
Similarly for the dual operator,
is satisfied if and only if 
Lemma  ([, , ]) Let f and g be non-negative measurable functions on
Two weighted inequalities for B-fractional integrals
In this section we prove an analog of Heinig's result for the B-fractional integral I α,γ f . Further, the Stein-Weiss inequality for B-Riesz potential is proved as an application of this result. In the following theorem we formulate analog of the Heinig's result for the B-fractional integral I α,γ f .
Suppose that u and v are non-negative locally integrable functions on R n k,+ with conditions
Proof It is known that I α,γ f is an operator of weak type (, ), where  < r < ∞. Refer to I α,γ f , Lemma , taking
Applying the Minkowski inequality we obtain
If we take the notation 
